The pieces in this archive have been collected from many sources, including materials saved by Departmental Faculty and Staff, some of whom have been key in contributing to getting this catalogue organized and made public. I will not identify any of these colleagues by name for fear of omissions, but they know who they are and that I am extremely grateful for all they have done.

In addition, there have been alumni and others who have contributed material, and I trust that there will be others in the future. In these cases, I will express our appreciation of their generosity by naming each individually in this document, in alphabetical order.

**Alumni and Other Donors**

Mr Ernest Amor (gift of a slide rule (IMG 4366), compass drafting set (IMG 4854) and a beam compass drafting set (IMG 4858))

Ms Susan M. Arbuckle (for drawing equipment and onion skin drawings such as that of IMG 4631).


Dr Penny McLeod-Smith (donation of glassware, burners, etc. (IMGs 4419-4429))

Colin Bayley papers. Also note the *Colin Hahnemann Bayley Fellowship in Chemistry*

Davenport documents

J. Bryan Jones  
University Professor Emeritus  
Department of Chemistry  
University of Toronto  
80 St George Street  
Toronto  
Ontario  
Canada M5S 3H6